New Dees lose but prove they mean business

Pies and Buffs in a duel to death

Wanderers tough out Josh Cubillo (left) believes the Eagles can be the first team into this season’s grand final with a win over St Marys today.

**From Back Page**

Footage shown at Wednesday night’s tribunal of Kelm touching James’ upper arm was not made available before the hearing.

APFLNT operations manager Darryl Griffiths has denied the footage was not shown, saying his checks had revealed the footage was shown to Glenmon and senior coach Damien Hale.

“Darryl disagreeing with what I have said is unfactual [sic],” an angry Kelly told the APFL News last night. “I need Mr Griffiths to stop blaming the club. They must admit they made a mistake with the processes they followed and move on.

The game needs to be more transparent and accountable from the board to the operations department and the umpires and it has to change.”

“The facts are that our Advocate was not privy to all the evidence available in the Kelm case.

“I will say it again, the video footage shown at the tribunal was the first time our advocate Steve Glenmon had seen it.”

It was from a different angle and was a close-up version of Troy touching the unmarked in the face with the back of his hand, certainly not striking him as the original charge inferred.

“There was a lot of time wasted in this case and Troy was forced to wait for four days for a decision when it should never have got to the tribunal.”

The Tigers are also angry that different film angles of the Koko Niki-Chris Dunne clash were used for the penalties in the tribunal.

**2ND SEMI-FINAL**

**NTFL Premier League**

Geelong: M Duncan
Caddy G Horin-Smith
Melbourne: N Jones V Michie

**Eagles plan to pounce on Saints**

By GREY MORRIS

WANDERERS midfielder Josh Cubillo says hard work and four quarters of tough, no-nonsense football is required to unseat NTFL flag favourites St Marys.

Cubillo, the former North Adelaide and Sturt star, is a crucial cog in Wanderers’ bid for a 12th senior flag.

But the sceptre of 18 players in green and gold jumpers is blocking his view of the premiership cup.

“Saints are so well disciplined, all of their players know their tasks and how much they have to give on match days,” Cubillo said.

“We’ve had a good and healthy rivalry over the years and that’s certainly going to be added to this weekend.”

A premiership player in 2011 when Wanderers upset St Marys in the grand final, Cubillo said concentration lapses were something the Wanderers players had to get out of their system.

“It’s something that has let us down this season and against Saints it can be fatal,” he said.

“We need to pinpoint targets if we want to take advantage of the run on we have.”

**New Dees lose but prove they mean business**

By JESS WEBSTER

It’s all on the line for Buffalo and Palmerston tomorrow when they clash in a blockbuster NTFL Women’s Preliminary Final at TIO Stadium.

The winner will take on defending premier Waratahs aiming for their third consecutive flag — in the season decider next week.

The two sides have tussled all season before coming into Saturday’s season closer with confidence.

Buffalo have displayed under new coach Damian Hale.

The winner will take on defending premier Waratahs aiming for their third consecutive flag — in the season decider next week.
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